SIAsoft’s built-in Python interface allows users to harness
the power and ﬂexibility of Python to create unique and
functional scripts. This added freedom allows them to
tune FIAlab analyzers to best ﬁt their laboratory and
business needs.
If you do not wish to use Python-based scripts, you can
stick to traditional FIAlab commands instead.

Fast and simple conﬁguration

SIAsoft can auto-detect and conﬁgure many devices, while still allow-

ing experienced users to tweak advanced settings.

Improved sample entry

New features exist for entering and managing samples, including
support for barcode readers, sample commenting, a dedicated standard table,
rapid entry mode, easy import from any LIMS, and many others.

Enhanced plotting capabilities

Plots and graphs in SIAsoft are faster and more responsive than ever
before, allowing for smooth zooming, panning, and detailed inspection of
data.

Control

SIAsoft has a clean GUI with an appealing “point and click” way of
controlling the device, for users who like “visual” control more than scripting.

2D Plots

Advanced zooming, panning, and other basic plotting features. Additionally, users can inspect the full spectrum at any point in time (“time
slice” or “time cross-section”) simply by moving a slider to the desired location

Data Process Views

Like the 2D plots, viewing data channels in the process window is
clean and feature-rich. Users can zoom in/out, pan, etc. For example, the
“view by peak” option, which allows the user to rapidly “ﬂip” back and forth
between samples when viewing results.

New feature that allows the user to view the entire spectrum
collected over the whole run at once, instead of just
monitoring one or a few wavelengths.

FIAlab’s software team can assist you with:
- adding software support for your custom hardware
- developing sophisticated scripts to automate your lab process
- generating custom reports for results and integration with
your existing LIMS
- creating easy-to-use, custom user interfaces

MicroSIA & MicroSIA+

Use this small and robust analyzer for performing precision
measurements on 1 or 2 reagent assays. Simple, cost effective, and
smaller than a toaster, the MicroSIA, which includes a syringe pump
and a selector valve, is a great choice for basic
sequential injection analysis.
If you require the use of very slow ﬂow rates (μL/min),
consider our MicroSIA+, with an ultra-high-precision syringe pump.
This is the instrument of choice for work on microﬂuidic chips and
other applications involving micromachined devices.

ProSIA

The ProSIA features two syringe pumps in one enclosure,
providing a compact unit for generating gradients, performing
conditioning / washing steps or supplying a steady stream of
reagent to sample solutions. This is the recommended instrument
for applications including sample treatment by solid phase
extraction.
Furthermore, compared to the MicroSIA, the use of two
pumps offers wider possibilities for implementing sophisticated
ﬂuidic operations. This makes the ProSIA uniquely suited for
methods employing operations like dialysis or gas diffusion.

OmniSIA & OmniSIA+

As the name implies, the OmniSIA is built for versatility.
Equipped with a syringe pump and a peristaltic pump, along with a
selector valve with a FIAlab stator, this analyzer can perform a large
array of assays. By combining elements of ﬂow injection with a
sequential injection analyzer, we are able to achieve unique
combinations of high throughput and low reagent consumption.
The OmniSIA can be conﬁgured to measure both a sensor’s
“impulse response” and “step response”, so the sensor’s
performance can be fully characterized in an automated manner.
For micro-sized sensors or ultra-sensitive applications
where pulseless ﬂow is of prime importance, consider the
OmniSIA+ featuring the same high-precision syringe pump
as the MicroSIA+.

FIAlab Instruments, Inc.
2151 N Northlake Way
Seattle, WA 98103 USA

+1-206-258-2290

Ask us about a free instrument demonstration.
We’ll visit you!

Check out our Facebook and YouTube pages for
instructional videos and the company news!

